Shape models have been used widely to achieve robust interpretation of complex images. They allow image evidence to be organized into plausible interpretations which can then be verified"".
We are interested in the class of problems where shapes are variable. Important examples are the inspection of complex manufactured assemblies where relative motion between subparts is possible.
and medical image interpretation where biological variation is present. In such applications it is Senerally the case that some aspects of shape arc Invariant whilst others are subject to constrained variability.
The problem of adequately modelling such behaviour in ;I general way has not been solved. We have previously described a method of shape representation based on modetling the statistical distributions of chord lengths between control points placed in a consistent manner on each shape in a training set ".I '. .I'he objective\ of the work we describe here were to significantly develop this basic idea to automatically:
1. Make shape invariants more explicit. 2. Identify and p~~r~lrneteri~c the significant degrees of freedom in ;I set of training shapes. (CLD) . The CLD is trained on a set of s shapes which are represented by a set of n-vertex polygons. For each polygon in the training set the m = $z(,=r -1) chord lengths R, between all pairs of points are calculated. giving a m-vector R = {R,}.
A set of chord lengths is said to be 'Euclidean' in two dimensions if it can be generated from a real set of points, the vertices of an n-gon'4. The lengths of many chords are inter-related, so one cannot adjust them arbitrarily and retain a Euclidean set. It is possible to estimate the correlation between pairs of chords by calculating their covariance over the training set. The covariance (C,,) between pairs (i, j) of chords is given by:
where s is the number of shapes in the training set, RI') is the ith chord length of the tth shape in the training set, and pi is the mean length of R,.
This gives a m x m covariance matrix C = ( Ckf} for a given training set. We can find the (pn) normalized eigenvectors r,$ of c such that:
These eigenvectors are combinations of variations in chord lengths which are linearly independent.
If we make the assumption that the dependencies between chord lengths are linear, the eigenvectors may be treated as a totally independent parameterization of shape variability.
The eigenvectors corresponding to large eigenvalues represent significant degrees of freedom in the family of shapes from which statistics have been obtained, whilst the vectors with small (or zero) eigenvalues represent shape invariants. Although the assumption of linear dependence does not strictly hold in the system we describe, it is a reasonable approximation, particularly where shape variability is modest.
The eigenvectors are mutually orthgonal and span the ~-dimensional chord space. if _r is the (M x M) matrix of eigenvectors r = (_r, / c2 /13 / . . 1 rm), any set of chords R can be written:
where b is a (m x 1) column vector (b, b2 b3 . . . 6,) ':
(since the columns of r are orthogonal, ~-r = r-l). Each shape in the training set can thus be represented by a vector b in a new urt-dimensional space. It can be shown that in this space the variance of the parmameter bk over the set of training shape &vectors is Ak, the kth eigenvalue of the covariance matrix C". Thus the vector of chord deviations rk explains Ak of the variance of the chords in the training set.
We wish to choose a reduced set of chord vectors which can explain most of the variation in shape. This will allow us to generate shapes simiiar to those in the training set by varying only a small number of parameters. The variance explained by the first f eigenvectors is:
If t is chosen such that V, is a suitably large proportion of v,, the total variance the first t eigenvectors will then be able to explain most of the variability in the training set. Almost Euclidean sets of chords (I?) can be generated by taking the mean chord lengths and adding weighted combinations of the first t eigenvectors corresponding to the large eigenvalues:
where r' is the (m x t) matrix of eigenvectors; r' = (Y, / r2 1: . . IT-,), 6' is a (t x 1) (column) vector of parameters bk.
If a shape is reconstructed from the new set of chords &, the parameters bk(k = 1 . . ., t) will in the
GENERATING POLYGONS FROM CHORD SETS
Because the above method uses a linear approximation to the possibly non-linear relationship between chord lengths, and is statistical in nature, the sets of chords produced as e' is varied may not be Euclidean in 2D (will not prectsely correspond to a polygon). We define the polygon which best fits a set of chords (I?,,) constructed from a set of parameters (6,)) as the set of points x = {(xi, yi)} (i = 0 . . . , n -1) which minimizes the weighted sum:
where wi is a weight: wi = l/u; if fli>O.O1 wi = 100 otherwise.
(cr; is the standard deviation of the length of the ith chord over the training set.)
This weighting scheme ensures that those chords which are invariant in the training set have the same length in the reconstructed shape. Such chords have small standard deviations vi, so will have Iarge weights wi encouraging Ri = Rio. Equation (7) is non-linear in the 2n variables {Q, yo, . . .) x,_, , y+,}, and an analytical solution for the minima may not exist. 'The minimization is currently achieved using a 'steepest decent' optimization method16. The surface defined by equation (7) can have many local minima, so it is necessary to start with a good first guess. We obtain this by finding the example in the training set which gives the lowest value of F(x). 
image and vision computing

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have tested the method described above by applying it to two shape parameterization problems. The first involves a synthesized set of 'worm' shapes whose shape invariants and modes of variability are both known. The second relates to a practical application in medical image interpretation, and involves the outline of the left ventricle as seen in echocardiograms. In both casts, a training set of shapes has been used to automatically generate a parametric model with only a few degrees of freedom.
'Worms'
A set of 21 'worm' shapes, each described by 12 boundary points (see figures 1 and 2). was used to train the system. The worms varied in length and axial curvature but were of constant width. This example represents a challenging problem for the method; the important invariant is an axial symmetry which we wish the system to discover from the example shapes. At the same time. we wish the parametrization to allow significant variations in length and curvature. The eigenvalues of the 66 x 66 covariance matrix C are shown in Table I . These results suggest that the worms have two significant degrees of freedom, though a more comprehensive model could use the first five. The ranges of parameters h, and b7_ for the shapes in Table I . Eigenvalues of covariance matrix derived from 'worm' data set the training set (derived using equation (4)) are shown in Figure 3 . The apparently random scatter suggests h, and h2 can be varied independently to generate new shapes.
Examples of shapes generated by varying h, and hl are shown in Figure 4 . The most significant eigenvector r, appears to affect the length of the worm. The next eigenvector _y-, affects the degree of overall curvature in the worm. In both cases, axial symmetry is preserved. The third parameter determines the amount to which the ends of the worms curve in opposite directions. but its effects are small as there were few examples of this in the training set.
Heart data set
A project currently being undertaken by Hill and Taylor" involves finding the boundary of the left ventricle in echocardiograms, ultrasound images of the heart. A 'hand crafted' parameterized model of the boundary is matched to the image using a genetic algorithm.
We have investigated the possibility of constructing the model automatically from a set of examples.
A training set was generated by manually drawing the heart boundary on each 66 images (see Figure 5) . Each boundary was represented by an 1% vertex polygon.
Four control points were placed on bl Table 2 . Eigenvalues of covariance matrix derived from each boundary by hand, the 14 other points were equally spaced along the boundary between the control The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix derived from the shapes in the training set are shown in Table 2 . The ranges of parameters 0, and b, for the shapes in the training set (derived using equation (4) 
DISCUSSfUN
The method has been applied to two eases and in both gives a parameterized model of shape. The resulting models have both been used to find boundaries in noisy images.
For some types of variability (e.g. rotation of one subpart around another) the assumption of linear dependence between chords does not hofd. Consider the pair of rectangles rotating around one another shown in Figure 8 . Although there is only one degree of freedom, one obtains two non-sero eigenvectors suggesting two parameters.
However, a plot of 6, against b7 (see Figure 9 ) sh ows that they are not independent. In a more complicated example, the relationship may not be so clear, but would cause problems when parameters are chosen. In a case where the parameters are not independent. the iterative opt~i~l~zat~on technique can be though of as finding the point in parameter space which corresonds "to a Euclidean set of chords (one that can be exactly reconstructed)
which is closest to the point defined by the desired parameters.
To choose a suitable number of modes of variation for a model one can find how many modes are required to explain a targe proportion (perhaps 99%) of the variance in the chord lengths. Alternatively, the effects of each mode in turn could be examined, and only those which moved parts of the shape more than a chosen distance would be included in the model.
Although the examples given above are of shapes, it is the position of the points which are modelled. These can represent vertices of polygons or the positions of subparts equally easily, allowing spatial relationships between parts to be modelled.
The method could be used to model the image variability due to small changes in viewpoint and lighting conditions in industrial inspection. The choice of points in the training set is important. Each point must be in a position which can be reproduced in each training shape. Choosing points can be a way of using human expertise in the training phase, though it would be useful to automate the procedure of positioning the points on training images as much as possible. Hill, A and Taylor, C J 'Model based image interpretation using genetic algorithms', Proc. 2nd Br. Mach. Vision Conf., Glasgow, UK (1991) 
